ERI ECONOMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RELOCATION ASSESSOR®
ERI’s Relocation Assessor is a web-based application that compares cost-of-living levels in over
10,000 areas in more than 200 countries. Calculate relocation bonuses or salary adjustments for
transferred employees, view cost-of-living expenditures to determine perquisite or recruitment
packages for out-of-state new hires, and get instant access to consistent, comparable, and timely
data anytime from a single, online database.
•

Quarterly cost-of-living survey data for over 10,000 locations worldwide, including more than
7,300 US and Canadian areas

•

Completely customizable worksheet that compares expenditures between base and
destination cities
-

•

Adjustable variables such as homeowner or rent
status, family size, and automobile usage
-

•

-

Define and create your own geographic area
by combining two or more cities
Utilize a user-defined average in lieu of a
single city in two city or multi-area comparison
analyses

Intuitive cost-of-living by income level table
that allows easy comparisons of differentials for
multiple salary levels
-

•

Choose between rental or ownership options
to view estimated local home ownership
prices or rental costs for desirable locations
within city limits

User-defined average feature that allows you to
compare metro areas or areas within a commuting
radius
-

•

Analyze home-to-host expenditure amounts for consumables, transportation, health
services, housing, and taxes for any earning amount up to $1 million
Adjust expenditure amounts, and differentials are automatically calculated

Compare multiple salary levels concurrently
for up to 500 locations

Reporting capabilities with PDF or Excel export options and the ability to create and save
different profiles for customized documents
ABOUT ERI
ERI Economic Research Institute has been trusted for decades to provide compensation survey data. We
compile the most robust salary survey, cost-of-living, executive compensation, and job competency data
available. Thousands of corporate subscribers, including the majority of the Fortune 500®, rely on ERI
analytics to streamline the compensation planning process, develop compensation packages that attract
and retain top performers, and provide defensible data that holds up during litigation and audit.
www.erieri.com | 800.627.3697
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